Looming Water Crisis

IS THE WORLD RUNNING OUT OF WATER?

In the past decade drought has marched across much of the globe, hitting China, the Mediterranean, southeast Australia and the U.S. Sun Belt. The amount of water used by humans has tripled since 1950, and irrigated cropland has doubled. About one-fifth of the world’s population lacks sufficient water, a figure that could reach 40 percent by 2025 by some estimates, in part because of growing world economies. In the poorest societies more than a billion people lack access to clean water, and dirty water kills 5,000 children — enough to fill 12 jumbo jets — every day. By century’s end drought is expected to spread across half the Earth’s land surface due to climate change, causing hunger and higher food prices. The United Nations says it would cost an extra $10 billion or more annually to provide clean water and sanitation for all. Some recommend privatizing water supplies, while others suggest that charging more for water to encourage conservation would help to avoid future crises.
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The Issues

As 2007 came to a close, the steady drumbeat of headlines about China’s worst drought in a half-century affirmed Prime Minister Wen Jiabao’s earlier warning that the crisis threatens “the survival of the Chinese nation.”

The alarming developments included:

- The drying up of 133 reservoirs in burgeoning Guangdong Province, leaving a quarter of a million people facing water shortages.
- The lowest levels since 1866 on portions of the Yangtze River, restricting barge and ship traffic and reducing hydroelectric output on China’s largest river, even as pollution from 9,000 industrial plants along its course jeopardizes drinking water supplies.
- Near-record low levels in vast Lake Poyang, restricting water supplies for 100,000 people.

“My house used to be by the side of the lake,” villager Yu Wenchang told the Xinhua News Agency. “Now I have to go over a dozen kilometers away to get to the lake water.”

Similar woes are being reported across the globe, as one of the worst decades of drought on record afflicts rich and poor nations alike. While scientists hedge their conclusions about whether long-term climate change is causing the dry spell, many warn that Earth’s gradual warming trend unquestionably poses a growing threat to water supplies and food production in arid regions. Already, population growth and economic expansion are straining water supplies in many places, particularly in the poorest nations. But despite an unending series of international water conferences — attended by thousands of experts — no consensus has emerged on how to make adequate clean water available to all people in affordable, environmentally sustainable ways.

A fifth of the world’s population — 1.2 billion people — live in areas experiencing “physical water scarcity,” or insufficient supplies for everyone’s demands, according to a 2006 study by the International Water Management Institute that draws on the work of 700 scientists and experts. Another 1 billion face “economic scarcity,” in which “human capacity or financial resources” cannot provide adequate water, the report found.

While drought and expanding populations visibly affect the world’s lakes and rivers, a less-visible problem also threatens water supplies. Accelerated pumping of groundwater for irrigation is depleting underground aquifers faster than they can be refreshed in densely populated areas of North China, India and Mexico. And land and water resources there and beyond are being degraded through erosion, pollution, salination, nutrient depletion and seawater intrusion, according to the institute.

A United Nations task force on water predicted that by 2025, 3 billion people will face “water stress” conditions, lacking enough water to meet all human and environmental needs. By that time, there will be 63 major river basins with populations of at least 10 million, of which 47 are either already water-stressed, will become stressed, or will experience a significant deterioration in water supply, according to a separate study by the World Resources Institute incorporating the U.N. data.

As water depletion accelerates, drought is undermining nature’s capacity to replenish this essential resource, punishing the planet’s midsection — from eastern Australia and northern China through the Middle East and sub-Saharan Africa to the U.S. Sun Belt, the Great Plains and northern Mexico.

* “Water stress” occurs when less than 1,700 cubic meters (488,000 gallons) per person of new fresh water is available annually from rainfall or aquifers for human use, making populations vulnerable to frequent interruptions in water supply.
Serious Shortages Projected for Many Regions

Water shortages are expected to afflict much of the Earth by 2025, as growing populations use vastly more water for daily life and farming. Areas likely to be hardest hit include China, Western Europe, the United States, Mexico and a wide swath of the globe’s midsection from India to North Africa. In the most severe cases, humans are expected to use up to 40 percent of the available water, compared with the current average withdrawal, or use, rate, of 10 percent.

Projected Water-Use Rates, 2025 *

In the United States, chronic alarms over depleted water resources in the Southwestern states have spread to the Southeast. The water level in giant Lake Sidney Lanier outside Atlanta has dropped about a dozen feet in this decade, causing an intense struggle among Georgia and neighboring Alabama and Florida over rights to the lake’s diminished flows. 10

And drought conditions worldwide are likely to worsen as the effects of climate change are felt, many scientists warn. 11 Climate change is expected to expand and intensify drought in traditionally dry regions and disrupt water flows from the world’s mountain snowcaps and glaciers.

Finally, a new threat to global water supplies has emerged: terrorism. “The chance that terrorists will strike at water systems is real,” said Peter H. Gleick, president of the Pacific Institute for Studies in Development, Environment and Security in Oakland, Calif. 12 Modern public water systems are designed to protect users from biological agents and toxins, but deliberate contamination by terrorists could kill or sicken thousands, he said. Since the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks most major U.S. cities have sent the federal government confidential reports on the vulnerability of local water supplies, and the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Water Sentinel Initiative is designing a water-contamination warning system. 13

* Based on data from 1996-2000
Perhaps the grimmest long-range prediction on water availability was issued by the Met Office Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research in London. Using supercomputer modeling, the center projected that if current trends continue, by this century’s end drought will have spread across half the Earth’s land surface due to climate change, threatening millions of lives. Moreover, “extreme drought” — which makes traditional agriculture virtually impossible — will affect about a third of the planet, according to the group’s November 2006 report.

“Even though (globally) total rainfall will increase as the climate warms, the proportion of land in drought is projected to rise throughout the 21st century,” the report said. 

“There’s almost no aspect of life in the developing countries that these predictions don’t undermine — the ability to grow food, the ability to have a safe sanitation system, the availability of water,” said Andrew Simms, policy director of the liberal London-based New Economics Foundation. 15 The consequences will be most dire for the planet’s poorest inhabitants, he added. “For hundreds of millions of people for whom getting through the day is already a struggle, this is going to push them over the precipice.”

Access to safe, fresh water separates the well-off — who can treat water as if it were air — from the world’s poorest, who hoard it like gold. In the United States, the average consumer uses nearly 160 gallons of water per day, summoned by the twist of a faucet. In much of Africa, women often trudge for hours to and from wells, carrying the two to five gallons per person used by the typical person in sub-Saharan Africa. (See graph, above.) 16

But the lack of clean water is not only inconvenient. It can also be deadly. Each year 1.8 million children — 5,000 per day — die from waterborne illnesses such as diarrhea, according to the United Nations. “That’s equivalent to 12 full jumbo jets crashing every day,” said U.N. water expert Brian Appleton. “If 12 full jumbo jets were crashing every day, the world would want to do something about it — they would want to find out why it was happening.” 17

Policymakers are trying various ways to solve the global water challenge, including contracting with private firms to operate urban water and sanitary systems, adopting new conservation technologies, enacting multination pacts to manage regional watersheds and increasing funds for water projects in the world’s poorest regions. Water experts advocate “environmental flow” policies — the release of enough water from dams to sustain the environment of rivers, wetlands and underground aquifers. 18

And their efforts seem to be paying off — at least in some areas. Between 1990 and 2002, more than 1 billion people in the developing world gained access to fresh water and basic sanitation. But because of population growth, the total number of people still lacking safe water remained more than a billion, and there was no change in the number lacking basic sanitation. 19

In 2003, the U.N. General Assembly designated the period from 2005 to 2015 as the International Decade for Action on “Water for Life.” And the U.N.’s new Millennium Development Goals include a campaign to cut in half by 2015 the proportion of people without sustainable access to safe drinking water and basic sanitation — at a cost of more than $10 billion per year. 20 Currently, governments and international agencies like the U.N. and World Bank provide only $4 billion a year in aid for water and sanitation projects. 21

“We will see these issues play out silently: dry rivers, dead deltas, de-stocked fisheries, depleted springs and wells,” wrote Margaret Carley-Carlson, chairwoman of the Global Water Partnership in Stockholm, and M. S. Swaminathan, president of the Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs in Chennai, India. 22 “We will also see famine; increased and sometimes violent competition for water, especially within states; more migration; and environmental devastation with fires, dust, and new plagues and blights.”

Averting that future will require fundamental changes in governmental policies and human practices governing the use, conservation and value of water, experts agree.

As water experts and policymakers discuss how to conserve and protect future water supplies, here are some of the questions they are debating:

### World Water Consumption Varies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average Household Water Use (Per capita per day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Region</strong></td>
<td><strong>Minimum</strong> &lt;br&gt;<strong>Recommended</strong> &lt;br&gt;<strong>U.S.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>2.6-5.2 &lt;br&gt;13.2 &lt;br&gt;158.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.N. Average</td>
<td>66-92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe*</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Consumption among European countries ranges from 66-92 gallons

Source: World Water Council

---
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Are we running out of water?

Amid the growing alarm about water shortages, water expert Frank Rijsberman offers a contrarian perspective. “The world is far from running out of water,” he says. “There is land and human resources and water enough to grow food and provide drinking water for everyone.”

The issue is how efficiently water is used, says Rijsberman, former director of the International Water Management Institute in Colombo, Sri Lanka. Every year, about 110,000 cubic kilometers of rain falls on Earth’s surface, of which humans withdraw just over 3 percent — about 3,700 cubic kilometers — from rivers and groundwater to use in cities, industries and farming. About 40,000 cubic kilometers flows into rivers and is absorbed into groundwater, and the rest evaporates.

Much of the water used by humans is returned to watersheds as wastewater, farm runoff or discharges from energy and industrial plants, with only a small fraction used for drinking and cooking. Irrigation claims 70 percent of total water withdrawals, 22 percent is used by industry and the rest goes for homes, personal and municipal uses.

Water isn’t running out everywhere, said Canadian journalist Marq de Villiers, author of Water: The Fate of Our Most Precious Resource. “It’s only running out in places where it’s needed most. It’s an allocation, supply and management problem.”

It’s also a demand problem: Over the past half-century, millions of people have migrated from colder, wetter, northern climates to warmer, drier, southern locales such as the American Southwest or southern France, putting new pressure on those expanding “Sun Belt” communities to build irrigation systems, tap into groundwater supplies or rechannel large amounts of river water.

Experts agree that the world should not be facing an overall water-scarcity crisis. But water supplies in much of Africa, parts of China, southern Europe, northern Mexico and the American Southwest and high plains aren’t meeting demand, and climate change may be accelerating the problem, the experts say. The issues add up to what the World Commission on Water calls the “gloomy arithmetic of water.”

In addition, man has transformed most of the world’s great rivers. For example, the Danube — Central Europe’s “lifeline” — has been dredged, deepened, straightened, channelized and obstructed by dams and fishing weirs. It is now “a manufactured waterway,” says de Villiers, with more than a third of its volume withdrawn for human use, compared to an average of about 10 percent for other rivers.

Poorest Lag Far Behind in Access

Although progress has been made since 1990, only 37 percent of the residents in sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia had access to sanitation services in 2004. Sub-Saharan Africa lags behind the rest of the world in access to reliable sources of clean water. Meanwhile, more than 90 percent of those living in the industrialized countries, Central and Eastern Europe, Latin America, the Caribbean and the former Soviet republics had access to water in 2004.
Pollution is also reducing the world’s supply of potable water. In Asia, many rivers “are dead or dying,” according to Rijsberman. The Musi River near India’s Hyderabad technology center has become “a dwindling black wastewater stream,” he writes. “Yet the cows that produce the curd and the dairy products for Hyderabad are bathing in that black and stinking water.” In China, 265 billion gallons of raw sewage is dumped into the Yangtze River every year.

The depletion and despoiling of the world’s reservoirs, rivers and watershed also contribute to the problem. During the 20th century, more than half the wetlands in parts of Australia, Europe, New Zealand and North America were destroyed by population growth and development. The loss of wetlands increases water runoff, which exacerbates flooding, reduces the replenishment of aquifers and leaves rivers and lakes more vulnerable to pollution.

Aquifers — the immense storehouses of water found beneath the Earth’s surface — are the largest and fastest-growing source of irrigation water. Depleting those underground rivers will have deleterious effects on the 40 percent of the planet’s agricultural output that relies on irrigation from groundwater.

In his seminal 1986 book *Cadillac Desert*, the late Marc Reisner warned about the long-term effects of water policies in the Western United States, including the depletion of the giant Ogallala Aquifer, which runs southward from South Dakota to Texas. It has two distinctions, he wrote, “one of being the largest discrete aquifer in the world, the other of being the fastest-disappearing aquifer in the world.”

In the 1930s a farmer on the Great Plains could raise a few gallons per minute from the Ogallala, using a windmill-driven pump. After the New Deal brought electricity to the region and oil and gas discoveries provided plenty of cheap fuel, electric pumps raised 800 gallons per minute.

“All of a sudden, irrigation became very energy- and labor-efficient. You turn on the switch and let it run,” says Robert M. Hirsch, associate director for water at the U.S. Geological Survey. “There was an explosion of irrigated agriculture, particularly on the high plains, and in California.”

In 1937, West Texas had 1,116 irrigation wells. Thirty years later it had 27,983. By 1977, Texas was withdrawing 11 billion gallons of groundwater a day to grow corn, cotton and other crops in what once had been part of the Great American Desert, Reisner wrote.

Now, experts say the Ogallala — a resource that could have lasted hundreds of years — will be virtually depleted within the lifetimes of today’s farmers.

Yet during the optimism and opportunism that characterized development of the modern American West,
Is Access to Clean Water a Human Right?

The question is at the heart of a global debate.

Should all humans have guaranteed access to clean water, or is water an increasingly scarce commodity that should be priced according to its value?

The question stands at the center of a global debate over threats to the world’s water resources, as competition for water increases among industry, farming and households. It is also critical in efforts to protect the long-term environmental viability of rivers, lakes and aquifers.

The debate goes back at least to 1992, when an international commission on water and the environment meeting in Ireland issued the “Dublin Principles,” which were later adopted by a U.N. panel. The commission concluded: “Water has an economic value . . . and should be recognized as an economic good.” Only by recognizing that economic value can water “be properly conserved and allocated to its most important uses.” 1

But the principle also declared it a “basic right of all human beings to have access to clean water and sanitation at an affordable price.” Poor households cannot compete with industry for scarce water supplies. Nor could most farmers, who typically receive subsidized prices for irrigation water.

The U.N. Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights declared in 2002 that all people are entitled to an essential minimum amount of clean water. “Water is fundamental for life and health,” it said. “The human right to water is indispensable for leading a healthy life in human dignity.” 2

Canadian activist Maude Barlow says, “You can’t really charge for a human right, you can’t trade it or deny it to someone because they don’t have money.” Barlow is co-author of Blue Gold: The Battle Against Corporate Theft of the World’s Water. 3

The other side in the debate argues that until water is priced and valued as a scarce resource it will be wasted and billions of dollars required annually to extend water service to the poor and fix leaking water systems will not be forthcoming. Two years before the U.N. declared clean water a human right, the World Water Council — which reflects the views of international lenders and the water-supply industry — called for “full pricing” of water to reflect its “economic, social, environmental and cultural values.” 4

Farmers in dry regions throughout the world get water at preferential rates — or at no charge at all — as a matter of government policy. But if farmers were required to pay the full price for water, they could not compete with industry, which would be willing and able to pay market price.

In industrial countries, 60 percent of the water withdrawn from freshwater sources is used by industry, mainly to generate electricity. The developing world is moving rapidly in the same direction. China’s industrial water use, for example, is projected to grow fivefold by 2030. 5

“As urban centers and industry increase their demand for water, agriculture is losing out,” said the U.N. “Human Development Report 2006.” 6

And the world’s poor cannot compete with either farmers or business for water at market prices, said the report. About a third of those without access to clean water live on less than $1 a day. Twice that many live on less than $2 a day. “These figures imply that 600 million people lacking access to [safe] water have, at best, a limited capacity to pay more than a small amount for a connection to water service,” the report said. “People might lack water because they are poor, or they might be poor because they lack water.” The end result is the same: a limited ability to pay for water. 7

American water expert Peter H. Gleick calls for a truce in the water rights dispute in favor of problem-solving. Workshops on privatization standards and principles for implementing a human right to water “would be far more likely to produce progress,” he writes. 8

5 Palaniappan, op. cit., p. 125.
7 Ibid., pp. 49-52.
worries about future water supplies evaporated. “What are you going to do with all that water?” the late Felix Sparks, former head of the Colorado Water Conservation Board, asked in the mid-1980s. “When we use it up, we’ll just have to get water from somewhere else.” But today, “somewhere else” is not an answer, say authors Robin Clarke, editor of climate publications for the United Nations and World Meteorological Organization, and environmental author Jannet King. The co-authors of The Water Atlas insist water must be considered a finite resource. 38

Should water be privatized?

In 2000, street fighting broke out between government forces and political activists, rural coca farmers and residents of shantytowns on the hilly outskirts of Cochabamba — Bolivia’s third-largest city. The dispute was over privatization of the city’s water supplies.

The year before, Cochabamba had turned its water and sanitation system over to Aguas del Tunari, a coalition of multinational and Bolivian water and engineering corporations whose biggest stakeholder was Bechtel Corp., based in San Francisco. 39 This was the high-water mark of a global, pro-market movement toward deregulation and privatization of state-owned monopolies in water, electricity and other services. 40 The World Bank and other international lenders had been supporting privatization strategies in hopes that investments and better management by private industry would help bring water and sanitation to more than a billion poor people whose governments couldn’t or wouldn’t do the job.

But Cochabamba’s privatization included a costly dam and pipeline to import more water, which required sharp rate increases starting at 35 percent. Some customers’ water bills doubled. Farmers outside the city, who had enjoyed free water, suddenly had to pay. The city erupted in protest, the water company’s officials fled and their contract was rescinded. 41 The government reclaimed the water operations, and Cochabamba became a rallying cry against privatization and globalization for the political left.

Elsewhere, however, corporate involvement in water and sanitation system operations has not ceased. Veolia Water, a subsidiary of the French firm Veolia Environment SA — the world’s largest water-services firm — signed a $3.8 billion, 30-year, contract in 2007 to supply drinking water to 3 million residents of the Chinese river port city of Tianjin. Since 1997, Veolia has signed more than 20 water and sanitation contracts in China, and supplies more than 110 million people in 57 countries worldwide. 42 These projects, and smaller-scale versions in poorer nations, suggest that while the inflamed debate over water privatization continues, threats of water scarcity and climate change may help accelerate the search for private-sector support.

The percentage of the world’s population served at some level by private firms has grown from 5 percent in 1999 to 11 percent — or 707 million people — in 2007, according to Pinsent Masons Water Yearbook, a widely consulted summary of private-sector water projects. 43

Opponents of privatization argue that safe drinking water and adequate sanitation are essential human rights, obligating governments to provide them at affordable rates or free if necessary. “If it’s a human need, it can be delivered by the private sector on a for-profit basis. If it’s a human right, that’s different,” says Canadian anti-globalization activist Maude Barlow, co-author of Blue Gold: The Battle Against Corporate Theft of the World’s Water. “You can’t really charge for a human right; you can’t trade it or deny it to someone because they don’t have money.” 44

Continued from p. 33

Irrigation Doubled in Developing Nations

The amount of irrigated land more than doubled in developing countries in the past four decades, increasing faster than in the developed world. But the rate of increase for both has slowed in recent years because of heavy draws on groundwater aquifers and competition from industry for water.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Developed Countries</th>
<th>Developing Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bringing in private firms to run water and sewer operations does not make the services more efficient or affordable, opponents also argue, but forces the poor to pay for corporate profits, shareholder dividends and high executive salaries. “The efficiencies don’t happen,” asserts Wenonah Hauter, executive director of Food and Water Watch, a Washington anti-globalization group. “The companies simply lay off staff members until they don’t have enough people to take care of the infrastructure. And they raise rates. We’ve seen this all over the world.” Last year Hauter’s organization issued a study claiming privatized water operations in California, Illinois, Wisconsin and New York charged more for water than comparable publicly owned systems.

Privatization advocates dispute Hauter’s claims, and facts to settle the issue are illusive. A 2005 survey by the AEI-Brookings Center for Regulatory Studies found “no systematic empirical evidence comparing public and private water systems in the United States.”

A study by the Inter-American Development Bank of water rates in Colombia said prices charged by privatized systems were not significantly different from those charged by public systems. And privatization appears to have improved water quality in urban areas but not in rural communities, said the study. After privatization began, water bills for the poor rose about 10 percent but declined for the wealthy, reflecting a scaling back in government subsidies to poorer consumers. Similar shifts occurred in both privatized and non-privatized cities.

In central cities, water-rate subsidies tend to favor the wealthy and middle classes, who are usually connected to municipal water systems, while the poor often are not, says American journalist Diane Raines Ward, author of Water Wars: Drought, Flood, Folly, and the Politics of Thirst. And by keeping water rates artificially low, utilities typically collect only about a third of their actual costs, so they don’t raise enough money to expand pipelines to unserved poor neighborhoods, she says.

Experts say the political problems of water privatization cannot be managed without effective government regulation and consumer involvement at all levels. Both elements were missing in Cochabamba but are present in Chile, the U.N. report says.

Will water scarcity lead to conflicts?

In 1995 Ismail Serageldin, a World Bank vice president, predicted that “the wars of the next century will be over water.” The reality has been different thus far. “Water resources are rarely the sole source of conflict, and indeed, water is frequently a source of cooperation,” writes Gleick, of the Pacific Institute for Studies in Development, Environment and Security, in the new edition of The World’s Water 2006-2007. The survey of reported conflicts over water in the past 50 years, compiled by Oregon
State University researchers, found 37 cases of violence between nations, all but seven in the Middle East.  

In 1964, Israel opened its massive National Water Carrier canal to carry water from the Sea of Galilee and the Jordan River to its farms and cities. Syria retaliated to maintain its access to the Jordan by starting two canals to divert Jordan flows for its uses. Skirmishes by military units and raids by the newly established al-Fatah forces escalated until Israeli air strikes halted the diversion projects. By then, Israel and the Arab League were on the road to the Six-Day War of 1967. 

“The attacks by Syria, Egypt, and Jordan that eventually followed had many causes, but water remained a priority for both sides,” says author Ward. 

Still, more than 200 water treaties have been negotiated peacefully over the past half-century. The Partition of India in 1947, for instance, could have led to war between India and newly created Pakistan over control of the mighty Indus River basin. Instead, the two nations were brought together with World Bank support over a perilous decade of negotiations, signing the Indus Water Treaty in 1960. Three rivers were given to Pakistan, and three to India, with a stream of international financial support for dams and canals in both countries. Even when war raged between the two nations in later years, they never attacked water infrastructure. 

“Most peoples and even nations are hesitant to deny life’s most basic necessity to others,” Ward wrote. Two modern exceptions occurred during the Bosnian War (1992-1996), when Serbs “lay waiting to shoot men, women and children arriving at riverbanks or taps around Sarajevo carrying buckets or bottles,” and during Saddam Hussein’s regime in Iraq, when he diverted the lower waters of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers to destroy the homes and livelihood of the Marsh Arabs. 

Except for such instances, cooperation over water resources is common today, even if sometimes grudging and incomplete, says Undala Alam, a professor and specialist in water diplomacy at Britain’s Cranfield University. “Turkey was releasing water for Syria and Iraq; the Nile countries are preparing projects jointly to develop the river; the Niger countries have a shared vision for the basin’s development, and the Zambezi countries are working within the Southern African Development Community,” she notes. 

But analysts warn that growing stress on water supplies, coupled with the impact of climate change, will create combustible conditions in the coming years that will undermine collaboration over water. 

There is plenty of precedence for the concern, notes Gleick, who describes the history of violence over fresh water as “long and distressing.” The latest volume of The World’s Water lists 22 pages of historical water conflicts — beginning in about 1700 B.C. with the Sumerians’ efforts to dam the Tigris River to block retreating rebels. 

In the future, climate change is expected to extend and intensify drought in Earth’s driest regions and disrupt normal water flows from mountain snowcaps in Europe, North America and Central Asia. “Climate change has the potential to exacerbate tensions over water as precipitation patterns change, declining by as much as 60 percent in some areas,” warned a recent report by a panel of retired U.S. generals and admirals convened by CNA, a think tank with longstanding ties to the military. “The potential for escalating tensions, economic disruption and armed conflict is great,” said the report, “National Security and the Threat of Climate Change.” 

On the simplest level, the report said, climate change “has the potential to create sustained natural and humanitarian disasters on a scale far beyond those we see today.” Already, it

**Mountain Snowpack Is Shrinking**

The amount of snow covering the globe’s highest mountains has been shrinking over the past half-century, upsetting crucial seasonal water flows that restock rivers, lakes, reservoirs and aquifers. Scientists think short-term climate conditions like El Niño and long-term warming caused by climate change are to blame. By century’s end, only 16 percent of New Zealand’s current snowpack will remain.

---

**Snowpack Now and Projected in 2100**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current Snowpack</th>
<th>Percentage Remaining in 2100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western USA</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Himalayas</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andes</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alps</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

said, Darfur, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Somalia, Angola, Nigeria, Cameroon and Western Sahara have all been hit hard by tensions that can be traced in part to environmental causes.  

If the drought continues, the report said, more people will leave their homelands, increasing migration pressures within Africa and into Europe.  

The impact will be especially acute in the Middle East, where about two-thirds of the inhabitants depend on water sources outside their borders. Water remains a potential flashpoint between the Israelis and Palestinians, who lack established rights to the Jordan River and receive only about 10 percent of the water used by Israel’s West Bank settlers. “Only Egypt, Iran and Turkey have abundant fresh water resources,” the CNA report said.  

The military advisers urged the United States to take a stronger national and international role in stabilizing climate change and to create global partnerships to help less-developed nations confront climate impacts.  

Currently, there is only a weak international foundation for water collaboration, according to the U.N. Human Development report. While a 1997 U.N. convention lays out principles for cooperation, only 14 nations have signed it, and it has no workable enforcement mechanism. In 55 years, the International Court of Justice has decided only one case involving international rivers.  

It is possible, however, that as the awareness of climate impacts on water supplies deepens, so will the urgency for governments to respond. “Unlike the challenges that we are used to dealing with, these will come upon us extremely slowly, but come they will, and they will be grinding and inexorable,” said former Vice Adm. Richard H. Truly, a former astronaut who headed the U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and served as a CNA consultant. “They will affect every nation, and all simultaneously.”

### China Leads World in Dam Building

China has three times as many dams as the United States and more than all the next 11 countries combined. Dams typically generate electricity, control flooding and provide water for irrigation.

#### Countries with the Most Dams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Dams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>22,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>6,575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>4,291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>2,675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1,196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>537</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### Background

#### Taming Water

The ruins of irrigation canals 8,000 years old have been found in Mesopotamia. Remains of water-storage dams 5,000 years old survive in Egypt and Jordan. Humans have been using waterwheels for milling and threshing since the 1st century B.C., and by 1291 China had completed its Grand Canal running nearly 1,800 kilometers between Beijing and Hangzhou. Water power drove mining, metal drilling, textile and milling industries at the dawn of the Industrial Age. In the United States, the opening of the Niagara Falls hydroelectric power station in 1896 — built by American entrepreneur and inventor George Westinghouse and backed by financier J. P. Morgan and others — inaugurated water’s use to generate electric power.

But these early accomplishments were dwarfed in the 20th century by nearly 100 years of massive dam projects that have transformed most of the world’s major rivers. Between 1950 and 2000, the number of dams higher than 50 feet increased sevenfold — to more than 41,000 structures impounding 14 percent of the world’s average river runoff. By 2000, large dams were supplying nearly a fifth of all electrical power worldwide.

Dams also have been critical in the rapid expansion of irrigated farming. “Half of the world’s large dams are built exclusively for irrigation, supporting about 12 to 16 percent of world food production, according to the World Commission on Dams.”

About 12 percent of large dams were constructed specifically to provide drinking water and sanitation (and a similar percentage were built to control flooding), and many have multiple uses. Whether used for energy, community water, flood control or agriculture, dams have been a key tool of economic growth, according to the commission. Typically, however, the full consequences of such grand projects were not taken into consideration, the commission said. In the past century, the world built, on average, one large dam per day without asking whether it was getting a fair return from the $2 trillion investment, said South African Minister of Education Kader Asmal, who chaired the commission.

The dam-building blitz was enabled by political bias in favor of dams. From the Aswan High Dam in Egypt to the Hoover Dam on the Colorado River, big dams have stood as pre-
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**Chronology**

**19th Century**
The industrial age and urbanization create critical need for municipal water treatment and sanitation services.

**1848**
The Public Health Act, followed in 1852 by the Metropolitan Water Act, lead to investments in water treatment and sanitation that dramatically reduce waterborne illnesses in Britain by the end of the century.

**1876**
Berlin city planner James Hobrecht starts work on drainage system and waterworks that channels sewage to fields as fertilizer. He designs similar systems for Moscow, Cairo and Tokyo.

**1900-1980**
Governments around the globe launch major dam construction.

**1902**
The Aswan Dam on the Nile River in Egypt is completed to control flooding and regulate water flow for agriculture.

**1910**
Chlorination begins in the United States. Typhoid fever from polluted drinking water falls from 25 deaths per 100,000 people to almost zero.

**1936**
Hoover Dam on the Colorado River is opened, fulfilling an agreement among Southwestern states and cities to share the river’s flow.

**1945**
Large-scale groundwater irrigation begins expanding in the Western United States, aided by rural electrification and innovations in pumping and irrigating technology.

**1986**
Major dam construction has largely stopped in the U.S. but continues in Asia.

**1980s**
Britain’s public utilities are sold to private firms in the late 1980s, triggering a wave of water-system privatization worldwide.

**1994**
Construction begins on the Three Gorges Dam on China’s Yangtze River, designed to be the largest in the world. More than 1 million people will have to be relocated as the river rises.

**2000s**
Drought spreads worldwide, heightening concern about climate change’s impact on water scarcity. Privatization strategies shift.

**2000**
Violent public protests against higher water rates force cancellation of a water-privatization plan in Cochabamba, Bolivia. But privatization continues in China, India and other parts of the world. . . . U.N. adopts the Millennium Development Goals calling for halving the number of people without access to safe water and adequate sanitation by 2015.

**2002**
China approves massive South-to-North Water Diversion Project, which will eventually link the country’s four major rivers to bring water from the south to the arid north.

**2005**
Group of Eight industrialized nations pledge to double their aid for water, sanitation and other development projects in poorer nations by 2010.

**2006**
Waterborne-disease epidemics strike Karachi, Lahore and other Pakistani cities, caused by the leakage of sewage and industrial wastes into damaged water-distribution pipelines . . . U.N. Human Development Report warns that without a major increase in investment, improvements in water and sanitation services will fall far short of the Millennium Development Goals.

**2007**
Multi-year drought afflicts China, the Horn of Africa, Turkey, Australia, Spain and the U.S. Sun Belt. . . . A director of the Three Gorges Project warns that rising waters behind the dam could cause “water pollution, landslides and other geological disasters,” but other officials later say environmental problems will be ameliorated. . . . The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change predicts that freshwater resources will decrease in large river basins over the next decade due to drought. . . . Drought prompts several Australian cities to commission new desalination plants. Algeria also has a major plant in construction.

**2008**
The scarcity of water in key agricultural areas has contributed to soaring world prices for wheat, soybeans, corn, rice and poultry, and the trend is likely to continue this year, say agricultural forecasters.
Continued from p. 38

eminent symbols of governments’ engineering prowess and the use of state power to control devastating floodwaters and feed economic expansion. “Colossal engineering works bestow big contracts and big benefits, divide up waters, hold them fast, channel them away from some and give them to others,” says author Ward. “It has always been politics that start the bulldozers moving.” 78

While dams helped expand supplies of drinking water, hydropower and irrigation water, they also attract population expansion that eventually strains the new resources. And until recently, the commission said, policymakers have not fairly considered the damaging impact dams have on downstream rivers and aquifers and the populations that are forced to move to make room for reservoirs.

Resistance to major new dam projects emerged with the rise of the environmental movement in the 1970s, particularly in Europe and the United States, as advocates pointed to the harm caused by dam construction. In the industrial world, “it is now more likely that a dam will be torn down than a new one will go up,” says Ward.

But in China, South Asia and South America, dams are “multiplying like mushrooms,” she writes. 79 If China’s new Three Gorges Dam — the world’s largest hydroelectric project — had been built midway through the past century, it might have been considered one of the world’s great engineering feats. The main wall of the massive, 60-story structure spanning the Yangtze River was

Empowering Women May Quench Thirst

‘Should girls be kept home from school to collect water?’

For millennia, the nomadic Tuareg people have lived by herding, migrating across vast rangelands south of the Sahara Desert to water and graze their animals. But decades of drought are destroying the traditional Tuareg way of life — killing herds, drying up grazing lands and forcing many to settle in villages.

“We used to saddle the camel and put all the nice things on its back and put on our nice clothes and go,” Tuareg chief Mohamed Ag Mata told a reporter last year. “We were afraid of nothing.” 1

But the changes, paradoxically, offer hope for a better existence to women and children in the male-dominated Tuareg culture — giving them access to the employment, education and social rights that will give them a greater say in community water policy.

Increasingly, educating and empowering women is seen as an effective way to expand access to clean water across the developing world. Virtually every major international organization dealing with water scarcity is calling for change in women’s decision-making roles, including The World Bank, the U.N. Human Development Programme, the World Health Organization, the World Water Forum, the World Commission on Dams and the Stockholm-based Global Water Partnership.

In the developing world, the job of hauling water rests, literally, almost entirely on women’s shoulders. A UNICEF study in 23 sub-Saharan countries found that a quarter of women spent 30 minutes to an hour each day collecting and carrying water, and 19 percent spent an hour or more. In Mile Gully, an impoverished rural area of Jamaica, hauling the family’s water can take a woman two to five hours a day. 2

The high incidence of waterborne disease caused by the lack of clean water further burdens women in poor, rural communities, because they are the primary caregivers for the sick. “Should a woman care for a sick child or spend two hours collecting water?” asks the latest U.N. human development report. “Should girls be kept home from school to collect water, freeing time for mothers to grow food or generate income? Or should they be sent to school to gain the skills and assets to escape poverty?” 5

But despite having to bear the greatest burden caused by a lack of water, women “play no role in the decision making for their communities,” said Margaret Mwangi, a specialist in forestry and environmental issues who has worked for UNESCO. 4 Women’s lack of property rights prevents them from having a say in how water is distributed in their provinces. Women own less than 15 percent of the world’s land and in many countries cannot legally own property separately from their husbands.

“Lacking rights to land, millions of women in South Asia and sub-Saharan Africa are denied formal membership rights to participate in water-user association meetings,” according to the U.N. “Human Development Report 2006.” 5 And even those who are welcomed at irrigation-association meetings often cannot find the time. “Meetings are on Friday nights. At that time, after cooking for my husband and the kids, I still have a lot of work to do around the house,” said a woman in Ecuador. “Even if I go to the meeting, it’s only to hear what the men have to say. Men are the ones who talk and discuss.” 6

Unless both water and gender policies are reformed, water scarcity threatens to worsen women’s plight, says the Sri Lanka-based International Water Management Institute. 7 Studies recommend a wide range of strategies to strengthen women’s roles in gaining access to water and sanitation services, including micro-credit and micro-insurance programs that target women; training programs in rural irrigation and sanitation processes; creating rural women’s councils and broadcasting radio programs on women’s issues. 8
completed in 2006, and by the end of 2008 it is expected to deliver up to 18 million kilowatts per hour — nearly a tenth of the electricity needs of China’s surging economy. But in today’s perspective, the monumental structure symbolizes the threat of environmental destruction caused by major dam construction.

The gargantuan project’s human and environmental costs have alarmed opponents. According to the Chinese government, more than a million riverside residents were forced to move as the water rose behind the dam. The rising water levels have triggered some massive landslides on the riverbanks, and a senior government official warned last September that if such ecological and environmental dangers are not dealt with, “the project could lead to a catastrophe.” But more recently, Chinese officials have insisted the project will be operated safely. Some water experts still advocate new, smaller dams in developing countries to control flooding, store irrigation water and generate electricity. For instance, most of India’s rainfall occurs in about 100 hours during the monsoon season. While reservoirs capture some of these torrents, most escape to the sea.

The 4th World Water Forum in Mexico City in 2006 cited Norway as a role model for the value of dams. “Electricity from hydropower was the key factor in transforming Norway from one of the poorest countries in Europe a century ago to the industrialized and wealthy nation of today,” said Anita Utseth, Norway’s deputy minister for petroleum and energy.

Women and girls in poor countries, like these in Pakistan, bear the greatest burden from a lack of potable water.
As Ward notes, “In some places, if no reservoirs are built, poor people will be denied the means to improve their lives.”

**Regulating Water**

Who owns water? What rights do water users have? How should conflicts be resolved?

The globe’s oldest recorded societies were formed not only for defense but also to try to control the flow of water in rivers that were crucial to farming. Under Roman law, water resources were the property of the state, which was responsible for their development and protection. Islamic water law in the parched Middle East followed a similar path — irrigation canals and ditches had to be adequately planned and spaced to prevent infringement on others’ water sources.

But ancient codes also recognized that landowners did not have to share well water in times of scarcity, and people living closest to rivers and lakes had first claim on their waters. “The cistern nearest to a water channel is filled first, in the interests of peace,” said the 12th-century Jewish theologian and philosopher Maimonides.

Eventually, the doctrine of “riparian” rights — giving those living closest to water the first claim on its use — became merged with a “public trust” doctrine, holding that water was a common resource to be managed by the state for the common benefit. One person’s use of water could not infringe on a neighbor’s reasonable needs. The doctrine was embraced by many countries in Europe — including Britain, France and Spain — which then exported the principle to their colonies abroad.

But in the Western United States, Chile and Mexico, private water rights were recognized, particularly after the 1848 gold rush in the United States. A miner finding a gold seam would claim water from the nearest creek to wash dirt away from precious nuggets. His claim established a “first-in-time, first-in-use” priority allowing him to take as much as he needed. This “prior appropriation” doctrine was a starter’s gun for unchecked diversion and exploitation of water resources to create farms and cities in the arid West.

Of course, in most legal debates about water, individual rights are submerged by political elites, rulers and dominant factions. For instance, Senegalese law provides for a democratic distribution of irrigated lands. But in practice, tribal nobles’ descendants still claim the lion’s share of the land and allocate rights to powerful outsiders, including military leaders, politicians and judges.

In Central Asia during Soviet rule, for instance, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan — which abut the Syr Darya and Amu Darya river basins — shared the reservoir and hydropower output from Kyrgyzstan’s largest reservoir. Now, as separate states, their cooperation has virtually ended, according to a U.N. report. Kyrgyzstan is holding on to more of its reservoir volume in order to increase its hydropower ex-
ports, severely reducing irrigation flows in the other two countries. A constructive dialogue “has been conspicuously absent,” according to the U.N. Human Development Report. 92

Two international treaties — the Helsinki Rules of 1966, adopted by the International Law Association, and articles adopted by the U.N. International Law Commission — specify how cross-border water disputes should be resolved. Rivers that divide nations, according to the treaties — must be considered common resources, not under any one nation’s control. They also advocate a policy of “no harm” — each riparian nation has the right to “equitable utilization” of a shared water supply, and a nation’s water use should not damage its neighbors’ water needs. Prior appropriation claims are not allowed, and countries are called on to share accurate information on water resources. 93

Before fair water-use policies can be expected, governments must consider the needs of the poor and politically weak, whose water needs are usually greatest, says water expert Sandra Postel, director of the Global Water Policy Project in Massachusetts. That means “adding seats around the table,” she says. 94 For example, Ghana successfully expanded its water and sanitation services in recent years after water policy was decentralized, and village and district water councils were formed. The result: improved planning and more reasonable priorities for water funding, according to the U.N. 95

**Misusing Water**

In Mumbai’s Dharavi slum, which lies between the international airport and the city’s financial center, an estimated 1 million Indians live in huts and shanties. With only one toilet for every 1,440 people, gutters overflow with waste in the rainy season, turning the streets into open sewers. 96

Such unsanitary conditions in developing countries contribute to a plague of diarrhea that not only kills an estimated 1.8 million children across the globe each year but also repeatedly sickens many times that number, leaving them malnourished and vulnerable to other diseases and keeping them from school. 97

Trachoma, spread by a fly that breeds in human feces, afflicts nearly 6 million people worldwide, causing widespread blindness. The disease “is a passport to poverty,” says the U.N.’s “Human Development Report,” because it prevents victims from working. 98

“At the start of the 21st century one in five people living in the developing world — some 1.1 billion people in all — lack access to clean water;” and nearly half the developing world has no access to adequate sanitation. 99

Some of the same conditions existed in Europe and the United States during most of the 19th century, as farm families migrated to vast urban slums. During the summer in 1858, the stench of untreated sewage in the Thames River (called the “Great Stink” by the *London Times*) forced the Parliament to close temporarily. 100 In the...
Water Schemes Range From Monumental to Zany

Many are costly and controversial.

After wildfires devastated parts of Southern California and dry winds parched the Southwest last summer, New Mexico’s Gov. Bill Richardson, a Democratic candidate for president, made a startling proposal.

“States like Wisconsin are awash in water,” Richardson told the Las Vegas Sun, proposing that water from the Great Lakes be piped to his state. With nearly 20 percent of the world’s fresh water, the five vast lakes are an irresistible target to promoters, politicians — and potentially — corporate water suppliers.

“You’re going to see increasing pressure to gain access to this supply,” said Aaron Packman, a professor of civil and environmental engineering at Northwestern University. “Clearly, it’s a case of different regional interests competing for this water.”

In 1985, Quebec provincial officials floated a plan to sell Canadian river water to the high plains states. The Great Replenishment and Northern Development Canal (GRAND) envisioned pumping river water from Quebec into a reservoir in Ontario. From there the water could travel by aqueduct to the Great Lakes and then by canal to the American plains. Nothing came of it.

Even grander was the North American Water and Power Alliance in the 1960s, which proposed to dam dozens of north-flowing rivers in Canada’s western provinces, channeling their waters into a new reservoir 500 miles long — about the distance from Pittsburgh to Chicago — to irrigate the high plains and refill the Colorado River’s flows to California. But the half-trillion-dollar price tag sank the proposal. And its environmental cost would have been “ungraspable,” says Canadian journalist Marq de Villiers, author of Water: The Fate of Our Most Precious Resource.

The idea still seems to stir anxieties in Canada. An off-hand remark by President George W. Bush in 2001 about the benefits of Canadian water exports to the United States caused a brief uproar, and last year Canada’s Liberal Party Leader Stephane Dion accused the government in Ottawa of trying to put the matter back on the U.S.-Canada agenda — a claim both governments denied.

Mega-project dreams still survive in China, however, which is planning a series of canals to carry Yangtze River water thousands of miles to the Yellow River and on to the huge cities of Beijing and Tianjin.

And in 2004, Israel agreed to purchase the equivalent of 35 million gallons of freshwater per day from Turkey’s Manavgat River, to be shipped aboard tankers. Turkish water exports to Cyprus and other water-short destinations were also under consideration. The agreement was put on hold in 2006 after higher oil prices made tanker transportation uneconomical, according to both countries.

And then there are the slightly zany ideas, such as Calgary entrepreneur James Cran’s plan to move water by sea inside floating 5,000-ton plastic bags, or towing Arctic icebergs to distant metropolises.

Most monumental water-moving schemes, however, trigger intense opposition. Gov. Richardson’s proposal, for instance, is opposed by eight Great Lakes-area states and two Canadian provinces, and drew a terse, unequivocal “No” from Michigan’s Democratic Gov. Jennifer Granholm.

5 Josef Federman, “Israel, Turkey put landmark water agreement into deep freeze,” The Associated Press, April 5, 2006.
6 de Villiers, op. cit., p. 277.
7 Jones, op. cit.
But the cost of expanding sanitation services in the developing world today would be immense. A study led by former International Monetary Fund President Michael Camdessus estimates that closing the sanitation services gap could cost $87 billion over the next two decades. 102

Experts today debate which must come first in the developing world: good governance or solutions to water and sanitation needs. In The World’s Water 2006-2007, the authors conclude that “eradicating corruption and political interference and ensuring the participation of all stakeholders will be critical to the successful governance of water.” 103 The 1,320-km (820 miles) Rhine River — long called “the sewer of Europe” — was cleaned up after a 1986 industrial fire in Basel, Switzerland, allowed more than 30 tons of pesticides, dyes, mercury and other poisons to spill into the river. Millions of fish were killed, and major cities had to close their municipal water intakes. German Chancellor Angela Merkel, a former environmental minister, has called the “rebirth of the Rhine . . . one of the great environmental success stories of the century.” 104

But to the east, the blighted Danube testifies to the damage caused by selfish, beggar-thy-neighbor policies by the nations along its 1,770-mile course. Efforts to reengineer the river began in the 16th century with projects to steer its annual floods into canals or trap them behind huge dams. Historically, vast amounts of untreated human wastes and toxic industrial effluents were also dumped into the river, a situation that worsened during the Cold War. Soviet-era bosses had no scruples about flushing wastes into rivers, and Moscow pushed Hungarian and Czech governments to divert the Danube into man-made waterways in order to speed Russian barge traffic. Parts of the project were begun, but before it went very far, the Soviet Union collapsed.

In the 1990s, a third of the Danube’s flow was being taken for human use — an extraction rate that researchers warned would be unsustainable if the vast region served by the river faced continued growth and a prolonged drought. 105

Today the Danube nations are working toward the river’s recovery, and the European Union has pledged $3.3 billion to help. 106

Ocean Waters

As a last resort, some wealthy nations and cities facing serious shortages of freshwater — including the Persian Gulf states, Israel, Singapore and a handful of cities in California, Florida and Australia — have turned to desalination of the oceans’ limitless resources.

More than 10,000 desalting plants were in operation or contracted for construction in January 2005, with a total capacity of 9.6 billion gallons per day. At present, however, desalination plants have the capability to provide just three one-thousandths of daily global freshwater consumption. 107

Governments usually subsidize up to a third of the consumer cost for desalinated water because it costs many times more than typical urban water service. 108 Improved technology and engineering dropped average desalination costs from $1.60 per 264 gallons in 1990 to about 60 cents in newer plants by 2002. But construction costs have risen recently due to higher steel prices, and operating costs have climbed sharply as energy prices have risen. (Energy costs account for one-third to more than one-half of the expense of desalinating water.)
The safe disposal of the brine residue from desalination remains an environmental issue that is still not well researched, according to “The World’s Water” report. 109

Some experts believe desalination will begin to grow at double-digit rates as water becomes scarce and prices for conventional water rise. 110 For example, California had 20 desalination plants in the construction pipeline in 2006, which could increase California’s desalination capacity 100-fold, providing about 7 percent of the freshwater the state used in 2000.

Melting Snows

The deep snowpack covering the world’s mountains in winter is a renewable gift of nature — melting in spring to restock rivers, lakes, reservoirs, aquifers and eventually flowing back into the ocean. Then evaporating ocean water turns into snowfall in the mountains, repeating the cycle. But the snowpacks have been shrinking — and melting earlier — over the past half-century, upsetting crucial seasonal water flows. 111

In parts of the Western United States, for example, the snowpack is down to 40 percent of normal. While short-term climate conditions like El Niño are partly to blame, Earth’s predicted warming trend is expected to cause dramatic changes in the future. The U.S. Department of Energy’s Pacific Northwest National Laboratory has forecast, for instance, that by century’s end South America’s Andes Mountains will have lost half of their winter snow cover, and ranges in Europe and the U.S. West nearly half. 112 (See figure, p. 37.)

“Our main reservoir is snow, and it’s going away,” says Phillip Mote, a professor of atmospheric sciences at the University of Washington in Seattle. 113

The early melting is seen as an indication that climate change is already
LOOMING WATER CRISIS

affecting water scarcity. “Some of what’s happening with the early snow melts could be due to variations based on ocean circulation,” said Gregg Garfin, project manager of the University of Arizona’s Institute for the Study of Planet Earth. “But there’s a pretty large fraction that can’t be explained that way, and we think that’s due to increasing temperatures.” 114

The amount of snow melting into the Colorado River Basin has declined by 10 to 30 percent over the last 30 years, according to Brad Udall, director of the University of Colorado’s Western Water Assessment.115 Earlier melting has caused unseasonal spring flooding in parts of the West, while a decade of drought has left forests more vulnerable to fires and beetle infestations, said Tom Swetnam, director of the University of Arizona’s Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research. “Lots of people think climate change and the ecological responses are 50 to 100 years away,” he said. “But it’s not. It’s happening now.” 117

In the American Southwest — as in other arid regions of the world — drought is the biggest, most persistent enemy, but scientists are divided over how much of the current drought is due to long-term climate change.

A report by scientists at the Met Office Hadley Centre for Climate Pre-

ing “the potential seriousness of future climate change impacts if CO₂ emissions continue to increase substantially.” 118

These judgments are still hedged. “It is quite possible that . . . climate change may be having an impact on droughts, not only in the U.S. but around the world,” says Michael J. Hayes, director of the National Drought Mitigation Center at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln. But that’s not clear yet. “I don’t think we can use what is happening today as an argument for climate change. It should open our eyes to the potential impacts that might occur.”

Looking further ahead into the century, scientists warn that drought is likely to persist over longer periods, hitting hardest at the world’s most-vulnerable arid regions.119

A trend toward extreme weather events, ranging from drought and high temperature to violent storms and flooding, is already evident, according to the National Center for Atmospheric Research.120 Global warming is likely to fuel even more extreme weather, center researchers said. “There’s a two-third’s chance there will be a disaster,” says Nobel laureate Steven Chu, director of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, “and that’s in the best scenario.” 121

The Southwestern United States and other regions appear headed, by mid-century, to a condition of permanent drought caused by global warming, concluded Columbia University’s Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, after surveying recent studies. “[G]lobal warming not only causes water shortage through early snow melt, which leads to significant water shortage in the summer over the Southwest, but it also aggregates the problem by reducing precipitation,” said Mingfang Ting, senior research scientist at Lamont-Doherty and co-author of the survey. 122

Continued on p. 48
Should water be privatized?

**TERRY L. ANDERSON**
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FEBRUARY, 2008

No one washes a rental car" is a truism that suggests that ownership is crucial to stewardship. We also might say, "No one conserves water" for the same reason — too often it's not clear who benefits from conserving water because it's unclear who owns the water. As long as water's cheap, why fix the leaky faucet or switch to an efficient irrigation system?

Making the ownership link is relatively easy, because water is already claimed by someone — either a municipality, individual farmers or a government agency.

In practice, however, claims compete with one another, especially when water is scarce. Farmers and farmers on the Western frontier in the 19th century devised the prior-appropriation system, whereby water owners were allowed to resolve conflicts by moving water to higher-valued uses, and trades between farmers have gone on for a century.

The recent drought in the Southeast has raised a red flag about scarcity. The best mechanism for allocating water is to clarify ownership among municipal, agricultural, industrial and environmental users and allow trades. If Atlanta must buy water from lower-valued agricultural users, farmers will have an incentive to save water and sell it, and municipal consumers will face a higher price and thus an incentive to conserve.

Some worry that water markets will put undue burden on the poor while the rich continue enjoying their country club lawns. But the poor could be issued water stamps, akin to food stamps, for buying water. Or suppliers could charge less for minimum amounts of water needed for necessities and increase the price of water for luxuries.

When water rights are allocated through political processes, the poor usually do not get many of the initial rights, forcing them to purchase water if they are to get any. And data from the Chilean water markets suggest that the poor don't fare much better when water is traded on the open market. Perhaps there should be some guaranteed survival quantity of water that is a basic human right.

The problem is not a failure of water markets, but a failure of political allocation, which will not be rectified by preventing water markets from delivering water at a profit to all, regardless of income.

As water scarcity increases in the 21st century, water bureaucracies will bring more conflict, while water markets will foster more cooperation. With this choice, it will be impossible to keep a good water market down.

**WENONAH HAUTER**
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
FOOD & WATER WATCH
WRITTEN FOR CQ GLOBAL RESEARCHER
FEBRUARY, 2008

In the early 1990s, multinational corporations began to view water services as an important, new profit center — especially in the United States, where 85 percent of water utilities are public. With 1.2 billion people in the developing world lacking access to safe drinking water, the corporations lobbied the World Bank to condition its loans for water services on privatization.

Since then, numerous failed ventures have proven that the cost of privatizing water is too high. It was certainly too high for Tanzania, which terminated a 10-year contract with Biwater after two years of poor management left the government short $3.25 million and the poorest citizens of Dar es Salaam without water. Likewise, massive rate hikes and poor management led Bolivia to end a 40-year contract with Bechtel after only a few months. Similar ventures in Argentina, the Philippines, Indonesia, South Africa and the United Kingdom also have proven unworkable.

In the United States, many municipalities have considered privatization to upgrade their aging systems, but the ventures have been plagued by corruption, high rates, poor service and public outrage. Atlanta terminated a 20-year contract with United Water 16 years early due to bungled emergency responses, boil-water alerts, discolored water and billing difficulties. In 2002, a coalition of citizens’ organizations in New Orleans defeated what would have been the largest water-privatization initiative in the United States. Meanwhile, residents of Stockton, Calif., sued the city for failing to perform a proper environmental review of the city's water-privatization contract.

Given this abysmal track record, new solutions are necessary to meet water needs. For example, some U.S. cities have cut costs by improving internal management. Phoenix saved $77 million by working with a labor management team to optimize staffing, organize self-directed work teams and utilize new technology. Similarly, San Diego saved $37 million by developing a more cost-conscious management system.

Safeguarding our water systems is a vital public responsibility. Yet, shockingly, the Environmental Protection Agency estimates that each year we fall $22 billion short of our water infrastructure spending needs. To address this funding gap, we must ensure that public utilities can upgrade and maintain their systems without turning to privatization.

At Food & Water Watch, we support a Clean Water Trust Fund to help ensure that the future of America's water lies in publicly accountable management and secure, clean, affordable water for all.

Available online: www.globalresearcher.com
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Since approved the project because of the urgency of the shortages. 124

U.S. water systems lose an estimated 15 percent to 25 percent of their water through leakage, and older or poorly maintained networks around the world lose more than 40 percent. However, notes American water conservation consultant Amy L. Vickers, water leakage is “chronically underestimated, ignored, or treated as a tired ‘Unsolved Mystery,’ ” by utilities. 125

In coastal cities, vast amounts of rainwater and melting snow are “basically lost,” flowing into storm drains that flow out to sea, says the U.S. Geological Survey’s Hirsch. “The urban design is to get rid of it as fast as you can; get it off the roof, off the street, into the storm sewers and rush it off into the ocean, never used by anybody.” Extravagant water consumption continues in wealthy residential areas and in farming regions where inefficient surface and sprinkler irrigation systems waste up to 25 percent of the water they use. 126 Efficient “drip” irrigation systems — which deliver water directly onto the crops, reducing evaporation to only 5 percent — are used on less than 1 percent of irrigated lands worldwide, largely because of higher equipment costs. 127

But according to Vickers and other experts, a conservation ethic is beginning to emerge, particularly where water supplies are threatened by drought. For example, aggressive conservation strategies in Boston and Albuquerque, N.M., are reducing systemwide demand by 25 and 18 percent, respectively. “A few other systems, such as New York City, have also realized substantial water savings and wastewater volume reductions that have allowed them to avert major infrastructure expansions,” Vickers notes. 128

In the United States, some states have begun requiring cities to use reclaimed wastewater (“graywater”) to irrigate parks and golf courses. Illinois, Florida, California, Arizona and Ohio reported the largest increases. The U.S. Geological Survey estimated that the amount of graywater used more than doubled between the 1970s and 1995. 129

Water conservation also is expanding in the construction field. In the United States, Canada, Brazil, India and three-dozen other nations, water-saving green architecture for commercial and government buildings is growing in popularity, but the large-scale use of water-conservation practices by water utilities is still “very rare,” says Vickers. 130

Hirsch says policymakers must recognize that rivers and lakes need sustained flows of water to maintain their long-term environmental viability — and their full range of usefulness. Although this movement is “still in its infancy,” at least 70 nations have begun programs to conserve or restore water flows in rivers. 131 For example, a $10 billion project in Florida aims to restore the natural flow of the Kissimmee River, and programs in Australia, Israel, Finland, Thailand, South Africa and Zambia would release flood waters from dams to move sediments downstream and expand plant and animal habitats.

“When given a chance, rivers often heal,” write the Global Water Policy Project’s Postel and Brian Richter, a staff director at the Nature Conservancy, in Rivers for Life. 132

OUTLOOK

Thirst and Hunger

The world’s population, now about 6 billion, is likely to jump by more than a third by 2050, reaching nearly...
9 billion, according to the U.N. Such a large increase will cause not only thirst but also hunger, says the International Water Management Institute. The average European uses about 13 gallons of water a day for drinking, cooking and sanitation. But the food an individual consumes in a typical day requires 800 to 900 gallons to grow.

“The world needs roughly 70 times more water to produce food than it needs for cities,” says Rijsberman, former director of the International Water Management Institute in Sri Lanka. Since 1950, water withdrawals for human use have tripled and irrigated cropland doubled. Today, despite important increases in farming productivity, 850 million people live in areas where adequate food supplies are at risk — two-thirds of them in South Asia and sub-Saharan Africa, where the impact of climate change on food production is expected to be worst.

The productivity of irrigated cropland has increased dramatically in the past half-century, according to the World Bank. The production of rice and wheat, for instance, increased 100 percent and 160 percent in that period, respectively, with no increase in water use per bushel. “However, in many (river) basins, water productivity remains startlingly low,” the bank reports. Without greater agricultural productivity or major shifts in farming locations, the amount of water needed for farming will jump 70 to 90 percent by 2050, according to the assessment.

As food requirements continue to rise, the increase in irrigation has slowed as underground water levels have begun to recede. Farmers also face growing competition for water from industry.

Rijsberman predicts the average price of water used in agriculture worldwide could increase by two to three times in the coming decades, inflating global food prices. In addition, industries and power producers can outbid farmers for scarce water. If irrigated harvests are cut back through a lack of water or because water is diverted to industrial use, world grain prices will rise even more.

Policymakers still must resolve a major question about water pricing: Should it be priced competitively, according to its value, like wheat, rice and other food commodities grown with water? A handful of governments have done just that: Chile allows landowners with water on or under their property to trade water rights to the highest bidders. Mexico, several Australian states and Cal-
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ifornia also have water-trading programs. In Texas, the flamboyant oil trader T. Boone Pickens has created a company, Mesa Water, to buy water from landowners above the Ogallala aquifer, to sell to water-short Texas cities.

But many experts think trading water as a commodity is a non-starter for most governments. “There is no movement in the real world, with elected officials,” says U.S. water-law expert Robert Glennon. “Water pricing is the third rail of water politics.”

Another option, supported by the World Bank and others, is trading “virtual” water. That occurs when a country with scarce water or poor agricultural land concentrates on developing export goods to earn the money needed to import food from water-rich nations with productive, low-cost food producers. Such trades, which would require a lowering of agricultural trade barriers, could bring down food production costs in water-poor countries and help reduce global water consumption, according to a World Bank report.

Wheat grown in India, for example, consumes four times more water than wheat grown in France. By importing maize rather than growing it, Egypt reduces its national water consumption by 5 percent.

But importing “virtual” water also has a downside. “In Morocco, for example, one study showed that while the nation as a whole would benefit from agricultural trade liberalization, those benefits would be concentrated on the urban population; farmers — particularly poor farmers — stood to lose,” said a World Bank report.

For that reason, critics of expanded international trade oppose the “virtual” approach.

Other advocates call for greater reliance on rain-fed farming. Just over half of the world’s food, by value, is produced using rainfall, but this sector — dominated by poor rural farmers — has traditionally been ignored by food producers and governments in favor of major irrigation strategies.

“Upgrading rain-fed areas has high potential both for food production and for poverty alleviation,” says the International Water Management Institute. Increasing small-scale rainwater storage with supplemental irrigation and better land management could produce quick output gains in these areas.

If farmers continue to depend on irrigation for 40 percent of their water, producing an acceptable diet for 2.4 billion more people in the next 30 years would require another 20 Nile Rivers or 97 Colorado Rivers, says water expert Postel. “It is not at all clear where this water is to come from.”
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Books

Editors at the World Meteorological Organization present a visual primer on water scarcity, sanitation shortfalls and climate impact on water resources.

A Canadian journalist provides a global overview of challenges confronting the world’s water supplies.

An attorney and water-policy expert advocates new policies to preserve Western U.S. aquifers.

The leader of the Bolivian protest against water privatization gives his side of the conflict.

Experts at the Global Water Policy Project in Massachusetts (Postel) and The Nature Conservancy (Richter) chronicle the campaign to restore environmental conditions in threatened rivers.

This award-winning classic by a former Natural Resources Defense Council expert critiques federal land and irrigation policies and their impact on water use in the West.

An environmental writer reviews controversial global policies affecting dams, water treaties and other water-resource issues.

Articles

A correspondent for *Science* and *The Atlantic Monthly* explores the controversy over privatization programs for water and sanitation worldwide.

Reports and Studies

The world’s major foreign-aid lender provides lessons learned from water-privatization efforts.

This detailed review of worldwide water and sanitation challenges includes case studies of successes and failures.

A consulting group based in Sri Lanka reports on the impact of water scarcity on global irrigation and food production.

Water experts, educators and government officials assess issues surrounding major dam construction and operations.

A scientific panel sponsored by the World Meteorological Organization and the United Nations Environment Programme issues its most recent outlook on climate change threats.

A panel of retired U.S. generals and admirals forecasts security issues that will emerge as a result of climate change.

An international committee presents a summary of its fourth conference on water-resources issues.

The institute’s latest review of global water-resource issues includes chronologies of water conflicts and analyses of strategies for sustainable freshwater resource management.
Conflicts

Changing patterns of rainfall and fights over food production could lead to potential conflicts in Africa’s Sahel region and in East Asia, according to U.N. Environment Programme Executive Director Achim Steiner.

Overcoming the environmental and political difficulties of water scarcity will help manage the conflicts stemming from a lack of access to clean and safe water.

Water resources are decreasing amid a growing world population and increasing water consumption, making water-related conflicts inevitable.

Competition for water in Sudan’s Darfur region has long sparked conflict in the area, and is one of the main causes of the current fighting.

Moving Water

India and Bangladesh are expected to discuss water-sharing and diversion issues involving eight major trans-boundary rivers.

Chinese Vice Premier Hui Liangyu has promised to strengthen bilateral cooperation with Spain over water resources.

Eight Great Lakes-area states and two Canadian provinces have proposed a regional water compact that would prevent water diversions from the immediate region.

Privatization

Government intervention has contributed significantly to water scarcity, while private initiatives have sustained local markets and improved access for millions.

Privatizing water supplies will mean corporations report to the World Bank rather than to state governments.

Savvy asset-management companies have turned concerns over water shortage into burgeoning investment-fund businesses.

Despite corruption in El Salvador’s government, citizens want the water system to be under state control rather than in private hands.

Water Supply

Rising demand for irrigation in the production of food and biofuels will likely aggravate water scarcity.

Abundant freshwater will help Brazil dominate global food supplies for the next several decades while water scarcity threatens the economies of other countries.

Millions of people lack access to safe water and sanitation due to inequality and poverty, according to the U.N.
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Voices From Abroad:

LOIC FAUCHON
President,
World Water Council

Privatization contributes to exodus
“A lot of poor people are leaving their countries to go to rich countries. Isn’t it preferable, isn’t it cheaper, to pay so that these people have water, sewage [treatment] and energy . . . so they can stay in their own countries?”

The Associated Press, March 2006

KRISTA HANSON
Program Director, Committee in Solidarity with the People of El Salvador

Privatization increases rates
“If we take the electricity sector and telecommunications as guides, privatization has meant higher rates, lower quality, less access and less sovereign control over public services.”

NACLA News (New York), July 2007

MUHAMMAD SAEED AL-KINDI
Minister of Environment and Water, United Arab Emirates

Droughts are shifting the focus
“The concern has recently taken a greater importance with the increased frequency and prolonged periods of drought being experienced worldwide. Consequently, this century will see a greater emphasis being placed on desalinated water and the re-use of treated water, and the extent to which these important resources will contribute to the overall supply of water globally.”

Agence France-Presse, April 2007

FADEL KAWASH
Head, Palestinian Water Authority

Justice provides water to all
“In the Middle East, water is a political issue. Israel’s occupation of the West Bank . . . presents a major obstacle to development projects especially in the water sector. There is enough water in the West Bank if there is justice and sharing.”

Agence France-Presse, March 2006

ABEL MAMANI
Minister of Water, Bolivia

Water: an inalienable right
“Access to fresh drinking water for everyone, in all our countries, is a fundamental right. For us, water is life. Establishing a right to water, therefore is another way of recognising the right to life already enshrined by the United Nations. Recognise water as a human right!”

World Water Assembly, Brussels, March 2007

BAN KI-MOON
Secretary General, United Nations

Water is crucial to all problems
“Safe drinking water and adequate sanitation are crucial for poverty reduction, crucial for sustainable development, and crucial for achieving any and every one of the Millenium Development Goals.”

Speech at opening of U.N. water exhibit, New York, October 2007

CAROLINE SAINT-MLEUX
Head, Care International, Iriba, Chad

Water can help Darfur
“You have to have the warring parties talk about a common need, and after that you might have them talk about something else that would start giving other solutions to the conflict.”

The Christian Science Monitor, July 2007

PRINCE WILLEM-ALEXANDER OF THE NETHERLANDS
Chairman, U.N. Advisory Board on Water and Sanitation

Proper sanitation improves dignity
“Clean water and sanitation are not only about hygiene and disease, they’re about dignity, too. Relieving yourself in hazardous places means risking everything from urological disease to harassment and rape. Many examples show that self-esteem begins with having a safe and proper toilet facility.”

Speech at U.N. International Year of Sanitation global launch, November 2007

FRANK RIJSBERMAN
Director General, International Water Management Institute

Old models won’t work
“The last 50 years of water management practices are no model for the future when it comes to dealing with water scarcity. We need radical change in the institutions and organizations responsible for managing our earth’s water supplies and a vastly different way of thinking about water management.”

The Associated Press, August 2006